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EXPERIhEXTAL PROCEDURES FOR THE CALIBRATION OF SCIHTILJUTIOH CELLS
USED IN TKE DETEBHINATION OF RADON CAS COHCEHTRATIONS

fey

M. Crenier* «nd J. Bigu**

ABSTRACT

Experimental and analytical procedures are dtscribed for th«

calibration of scintillation cells u»ed for the determination of radon gas

concentration. In-houie designed and built scintillation cells, used

routinely in the monitoring of ivdoa gat in uraniua aine underground

environment* and in ths laboratory, uere calibrated. Tha calls had a voluiae

of spproxicstely 155 eta3 and ar a-counting efficiency ranging frca SOX to 6AZ.

Calibration factors for tha cells were detetcitied. Valuas ranged approxicutely

from 0.177 cpsi/pCiL"1 (4.77 cpai/Bgt"1) to 0.224 cpn/pCiL"1 (6.05 cpn/BqL"1).

The calibration facilities at tha Elliot LsUa Laboratory are briefly described.

• Physical Scientist, ** Research Scientist and Radiation Project Leader,
Elliot Lake Laboratory, CANMET, Energy, Mines and Resources Canada, Elliot
Lake, Ontaric.
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XKTRODUCTIOK

In the latt 25 years, scintillation cells of various sites and shapes

| . have been designed and built for th* purpose of determining radon gas (Rn-222)

1 concentrations (1,2).

The operating principle of these cells is as follows: alpha particles

1
1 from the decay of Rn-222 and its short-lived decay products strike a silver

j activated "*nc sulphide (ZnS(Ag)) coating end ionize the oolecules in that

coating. When these excited soltcules return to their original quantun state.

energy in tha fcra of light is eeitteti. Light quanta produced in that fashion

then pass through s transparent windov and are collected, atrplified and counted

| by & photoaultiplier tube in conjunction with a sealer (PHT/ocaler). To

1 . obtain a relationship between a-counting snd radon gea activity concentration

"I . .. .. !
; ' instrument (PMT/scaler) needs to be calibrated with a standard radon source. j

f Tne calibration procedure is carried out in two steps. First, the j
i j
\ cells are calibrated for a-counting efficiency, c, then their voluoe is *
• j
i determined. In the first case, e is determined by introducing a known anount j

•; of freshly filtered Rn-222 (filtration removes radon's short lived decay i

I • I

•: products) into the cell and comparing the standard activity (disintegrations •;

| per ninute) of the sample with the counts per minute (cpn) that are obtained

1 from the PSTT/scaler. The pure radon saople is dispensed by a Pylon* Type

"U t RN-150A Calibrsted Radon Source.

| For the volume calibration of cells, a special apparatus was built

I ' which enables a fast and accurate determination of scintillation cell volmae.

| From c and the volume, total activity concentration factors, say K1, and K

'can be calculated. L'sing K' and K, the activity of a given radon gas ornnpie

* Cinmercial trade tsark.



can be expressed, in pCi/L and Bq/L, respectively.

ln-houaa designed scintillation cells have been built for radon gas

aonitoring purposes. These cells have b«en calibrated for voluae and

o-counting efficiency using the above 'pparatuo. In addition, activity

concentration lectors for the cells have been determined which enables the

determination el: radon gas concentrations froa o-count rate* obtained uhen the

radon gas sample in the cell attains radioactive equilibrium vith its progeny,

i.e., 31 to 4 hoars ,\'*.er introducing a freshly filtered senple into rhe cell.

CALIBSIATIOH FACILITIES AT CANHET IN ELLIOT LAKE

the taart of the calibration facilities at the Elliot Leke Laboratory

is the radon/thoron chasber (3,4). This chaaiber has been in operation for

tuo years and has been the subject of extensive studies. The chamber is made

of Plexiglas and is fre=ed in alusunum. As well as providing good visual

access to instrumentation inside the chamber, Plexiglas was chosen to allow

studies on plate-out and eleccrostatic effects to be carried out. The volutae

of the chaaber is approximately 3000 L and continuous monitoring of radon gas

concentration is fully automated. This is achieved with the help of a

calibrated scintillation cell that is inserted into a PMT/scaler (Pylon Type

RJ1~tOO3 Radon Detector). Radon gas from the chamber flows through the

scintillation cell with the help of a punp that draws approximately 3 L/min.

The Pylon detector is interfaced with a Rockwell* Aim 65 microprocessor.

This arrangement provides fully automated and programmable radon gas concen-

tration readouts at regular tiae intervals.

Radon or choron gas or a mixture of both is supplied to the chamber

by comaercial standard sources of the flow-through type. These are the Pylon

Type RH or TH-1025-5 Flow Through Gas Sources for radon or thoron, respectively.

* Commercial trade nark.



In-house designed and built sources «r« aleo available as part of a back-up

system. These sources contain high grsde uranium ores fros Saskatchewan

uranium dines. In addition, monitoring of a variety of environmental fcctors

in the chacbar is possible, e.g., aerosol concentration, atrosol size distri-

bution, radon daughter concentration, electrostatic build-up on walls, relative

humidity and temperature, cmong other variables.

Calibrated scintillation cells, such as the ones referred to in this

report, are routinely used to calibrete the in-house nad« sources, to cross-

check the calibration values supplied with the coanercisl sources, and to

determine radon gas concentrations vithin the chacfaer. Because of their

simplicity, em-all size end reletive ruggednese, tba scintillation cells

designed at the Elliot Lake Laboratory are also used extensively for the

determination of radon gas concentration in underground mines as well as for

a variety of environmental studies, such as Rn-222 emanation fron soils and

uranium ores.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION AND ASSEMBLY OF SCINTILLATION CELLS

Physical dimensions of scintillation cells can vary depending on the

efficiency, precision required and specific use. A diagram of the cells

designed at the Elliot Lake Laboratory is shown in Fig. 1. The cell's

outside diameter is approximately 5.8 cm, while its length is about 7.9 cm.

The material used to make the cylinder and the bottom part of the cell is

aluminum of approximately 3 mm thickness. The top end of the cylinder is

open and machined in such a way as to accommodate a clear Plexiglas window

that is approximately 4.7 no thick. The internal surface area of the cell,

omitting the Plexiglas cover, is approximately 140 cm1.

The bottom end of the cell has two small threaded holes that can
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Fig. 1 - Schenatic diagram of scintillation cel ls designed
and built at the Elliot Lake Laboratory.
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accomaodate Swagalok* quick connectori. Thesa connectors are recoawnded as

a large nuaiber of standard source Rsnufacturera make us* of thaa.

As indicated by Fig. 1, the Svagalok connector at tha arheust pore

is fitted with a copper tuba that extends to within i cm of the Plexiglas

cover. This design ensures proper distribution of radon gas inside the cell

while preventing daughter impact ion onto the Plexiglas, as long as air is

dratm out via the copper tube.

After the connectors have been screwed in (using teflon tape over

the threads to prevent leaks) the inside of the cell is coated with ZnS(Ag).

The process of coating is a delicste one. The ZnS(Ag) solution is sprayed

onto the inside walls? of the cylinder as veil es onto tha bottom. Ttie

spraying apparatus is a dslicate spray gun type device called en air-brush.

Spraying is accomplished vhile the cell is being rotated mechanically to

ensure a uniform coating.

The ZtiS(Ag) to be sprayed is in a suspension fora which consists of

the ZnS(Ag) itself, a solvent as well as a binder. Vaseline or acrylic cement

may be used as binders. As the name implies, the binder serves as a type of

glue that will allow the ZnS(Ag) to adhere to the cell wall once the solvent

has evaporated. For vaseline and acrylic cenant, respectively, the final

suspension is composed of:

100 cc Xylene

100 cc dichloro-ethane

0.2 g vaseline

20 g ZnS(Ag)

or, 100 cc Xylene

100 cc dichloro-ethane

* Cotaaercial trade mark.



20 g ZnS(Ag)

6 to 10 drops acrylic ceacnt.

It should be noted that in eithar case, the constituents are to be

added in the order that they are listed and that the suspension should be

stirred constantly. The spraying operation is conducted in a tuam hood and

should be done veering a respiratory mask, for protection.

Once the cells have been allowed to dry, the Plexiglas cover is

glued into place, A slow drying epoxy was found to be best suited for this

purpose. It is crucial that the cell be properly sealed, therefore, places

where aluminum and Plexiglas coiaa in contact raise be clean. The eposy is

applied onto a depression that is isachined fit the couth of the cell. One

should apply enough glue so that it oozes slightly inside the scintillation

cell oace the cover is installed. The Plexiglas cover should be cut and

machined so that it fits snugly enougn to ensure that once li. 1- I.'. p;ci::.cr.

it will not come out by itself jven if glue has not yet been applied. When

the cover is pushed into place care must be taken r-- .sure that the clear

surface is sot marred with glue or other foreign SUD». acea. The cell is

then left to dry with the Plexiglas cover face down in order for the excess

glue to settle back onto the cover where it is needed.

It should be noted that the female type Swagelok fittings, with

which the cells are equipped, are closed and airtight, unless a corresponding

male fitting is inserted to keep it open. One should, therefore, have a male

fitting in place before attempting to glue the Plexiglas cover. This measure

will also ensure adequate ventilation within the cell while the epoxy glue

is drying.
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DETERMNATIOfl OF CELL COUNTING EFFICIENCY

Th« efficiency calibration of scintillation call* is don« in

conjunction with a PtTT/ncaler, such «• the Pylon Typt E9f»1OO3 Radon Detector.

Thus the efficiencies derived in this section are only valid (or cells ufed

in conjunction with this instrument. The efficiency of the call it defined a»- ]

cpm fPeec.)
cpa (True)

Eq 1

i
where, cptn (Detc.) is the count rate in counts per oinut* as measured by

the PKT/ocaler

cpm (True) is the absolute disintegration rate, in counts per

minute, due Co the radon gaa in the cell.

Frost Equttion 1 it can be seen that the atsount of radon introduced

into the cell must be known accurately. The Pylon Type EN-150A Calibrated

Radon Source (J) was used to supply c Known «Bounc ox rrestiiy riiterea raaon

gas to the cell. The Pylon RH-150A source uses Ra-226 in a dry powder form

as the active material. The suount of redon transferred to the cell to ba

calibrated is always constant. The activity of the redon dispensed is knoun

to be 349 pCi (12.9 Bq) corresponding to an absolute disintegration late of

774.8 cpa at a 42 confidence level. The procedure for injection of radon gas

is fairly quick and simple. The source is enclosed and sealed in a canister

type unit with overall dimensions 36 cm in diaoeter and 30 co in height. The

unit weighs approximately 6.2 kg.

The Pylon RN-150A source is "quipped uith male type Swagelok fittings

which ensure quick connecting and disconnecting of cells. By following a

sicple sequence of valve switching operations, the cell is evacuated and

supplied uith 349 pCi (12.9 Bq) of radon gas. As soon as it is filltd with

radon, the time is noted and the cell is placid into the PHT/scaler (the



ZnS(Ag) coatinn is light sar.sitivti, for thia reason a rubber cap oust be uaed

at all tiraai. to cover tha Plexiglaa window. Aa aoon as tha cap ia removed,

the '.ell oust be inserted into the PHT/scaler. This operation should be

conducted in subduec* light). Froa then on tha growth profile of the gas

•ixture can ba followed. A waiting time of 3} to 4 hours is necessary in

order for tha radon gas to reach radioactive equilibrium wich its short lived •
j

decay products. After equilibrium has been reached, the rsdon/radon daughter ]

mixture decays with the half-life (Tj) of *adon gas, i.e., 3.82 days or

91.7 hours (see Fig. 2). It is, therefore, «i this point that a figure of

counts per minuta can most accurately be established. One then proceeds to

a 5 sin count centered at Cf minutes after the gaa vat dispensed to the cell. I

This count is than converted to cpa. The efficiency of the cell in conjunction 1

with tha PHI/scaler is then eesily determined by the following relationship: !

, cpm

i x 2.22 x Co x exp(-.693 tf/TJj) s

whera, cpns is the count rate as given by the PMT/scaler

2.22 is the factor for the conversion of pCi to decays per min

C o is the original activity of radon (349 pCi in this case)

tf is the total time in minutes from the titae of radon ir.jecti.cn

into the cell to the time at the middle of this 5-min counting

interval

Tj is the half-life of radon gas in minutes (5500.8 min).

The factor 3 in the denominator of the expression takes into account

that at equilibrium the total a-count is three times that of Rn-222 due to

the equal contribution to the disintegration rat.t from RaA and RaC . The

above expression (Eq 2) should, therefore, only be used when radon gas and

its daughters are ir. equilibrium in the cell (tf = 4 hr), Table 1 lists the

results obtained with five scintillation cell* labelled 1 to 5.

i
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Table 1 - Scintillation cell calibration data

Cell
No.

1

2

3

/.

i

Counting
efficiency, e

.5006

.5992

.5392

.6392

.5992

Volume of
scintillation
cell, Vx

(cm3)

158.99 ± .59*

158.11 ± .76

157.94 ± .32

157.64 ± .81

158.12 ± .74

Kalf-life*
of radon in
cell, TJ

(n)

91.75

91.50

91.20

94.70

91.70

Act i' • ly
conce i. :< tion
fact u K1

(cpm/pCii/"1)

.1767

.2103

.1890

.2237

.2103

Activity
concentration
factor, K
(cpm/EqL~l)

4.775

5.684

5.110

6.046

5.685

+ this number represents the tolerance for Vx, i.e., deviation from the mean value of
several measurements made for each cell.

* the true half-life of Rn-222 is 91.7 h (3.82 d ) .
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Another method is available for the determination of scintillation

cell efficiency. Although the figure obtained for efficiency, using this

method, is not as accurate as that acquired by the previous netted, it has

the advantage of beii.-g much less time consuming. This method consistu of a ]

10 rain count centered on 15 min after sampling. During this counting interval

the a-count versus time can be considered to vary linearly with time. This

procedure minimizes errors due to non-linearity.

It is important that the scintillation cells be properly sealed.

If such is not the case, radon gas will be diluted with air during the 4 hr

wait, thereby making any efficiency results doubtful. Furthermore, gas

sampling underground will not give realistic results, since as the cells are

brought to surface where the pressure is lower than that underground, gas

will diffuse out. This will cause large counting errors resulting in on

underestimation of radon gas concentration. Leaks in scintillation cells can ;i
i

be tested by following the a-count profile ver^-s time and comparing with the ,

i

half-life of radon. Thus cells were left in the PMT/scaler for a period of j

at least 4 days and a record of count rate was taken every half hour. This I

count rate was then plotted versus time. The decay profile of a properly :

i
sealed cell is shown in Fig. 2. If the half-life of radon in tl*s cell is j

appreciably less than 91.7 h, the presence of a leak is possible. >

j

VOLUME DETERMINATION OF SCINTILLATION CELLS [

The use of scintillation cells for the determination of activity

concentration of radon gas, requires* that the volume of these ceiV be known

accurately. In this section, an outline is presented of the procedures

followed and of the apparatus used for the determination of the cells volume.

The apparatus consists of a U-tube mercury (Hg) manometer (90 cm



height) and a vacuum pump that is used to evacuate the circuit once it

is completed. One three-way end two two-way high-vacuum stopcocks are also

required along with one self-closing Swagelok male connector, one Gelman*

open-end filter holder, one 250 ml erlenmeyer flask, one 4 L bottle, a length

of thick walled plastic tubing, glass tubing and an assortment of T-connectors.

Figure 3 shows a schematic *.* -gram of the apparatus used. Special consideration

should be given to avoid leaks in the system, such as the use of good quality

vacuum stopcocks and ensuring tight fitting junctions. Leaks can be minimized

by using high-vacuum grease.

The volume calibration apparatus is versatile since it uses a small

flask Approximately 250 toL) for the calibration of cells of comparatively

small volume and a larger jug (approximately 4 L) for the calibration of any

eiven lareer volutes. The aforeiwmfinnprl rnnl-ninprn a n rulihran'no vninmc •

and should be measured as accurately as possible. The over all volume of

these flasks includes the tubing that goes from the stopcocks to the flasks

themselves.

Figure 4 is a simplified version of Fig. 3 used here to identify

important variables and components of the system and to derive analytical

expressions for the volume calibration of cells. In Fig. 4, SC2 and SCi

refer to che three-way and the two-way high vacuum stopcock, respectively.

VL is the tubing volume that includes the volume from SC2 to SCi adding the

contribution for the tubing that leads to the scintillation cell, and that

which leads to the zero point in the left branch of the manometer. Vx and Vo

refer to the volumes of the scintillation cell and the erlenmeyer flask,

respectively. The calibration procedure itself consists of two steps:

(a) SC2 and SCj are opened and the circuit is evacuated until the column of

* Commercial trade mark.
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Fig. 3 - Experimental apparatus used to del ermine the volume of xcintillation cells.
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Fig. 4 - Simplified experimental apparatus to determine the volume nf
scintillation cells. Vo, Vx and VL are the volumes of the
erlenmeyer, scintillation cell and tubing, respectively.
SCi and SC2 are stopcocks. LH and RH indicate the height of
the Hg in the left and right branches of the manometer,
respectively.



mercury in the left branch rises to a height of approximately 30 cm.

SC2 is then closed and the position of the mercury in both branches of

the manometer is recorded and is referred to as LH and RH for the left

and right branches, respectively. SCi is then closed and the rest of

the circuit is allowed to return to room pressure by opening SC2. Once

this is done, SC2 is returned to the closed position.

From the above discussion and letting Pn be the pressure exerted by

the column of mercury when the whole circuit was evacuated, one may write:

Pm « LH + RH Eq 3

Therefore, at the end of che first step one may write:

P1V1 - (V,. • Vx)Pb • V0(Pb - Pm) Eq 4

where Pj, is the barometri.: pressure in the room,

(b) SCj is opened and the new values of RH and LH, namely RH' and LH1 are

recorded. As bciuic i/ucae icici LU m e uci&ui. ui Liie mercury in cne leic

and right branch, respectively. Similarly, (see Eq 3) one may write:

Pm' - LH' + RH1 Eq 5

Furthermore, one may write, for the closed system as a whole:

P:V2 = (Vo + VL + Vx - iV)(Pb - Pm') Eq 6

where, IV is that portion of the manometer volume that is filled up to

LH'. IV is numerically equal to A x LH', where A is the cross-sectional

area of the manometer tubing.

Step (a) and step (b) satisfy the requirement (Boyle's law):

PJVJ = P2V2 Eq 7

Hence, equating expressions 4 and 6:

(Pb - Pm')

Pm'
Eq 8

'm rm

Equation 8 indicates that the volume of scintillation cells can easily be

arrived at provided VL is known. The determination of V'L is possible if one
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repeats steps (a) and (b) t id removes the scintillation cell from the circuit.

In this case, V x becorsct ero and Vg, can be written as:

V L •• Vo — " i ° — - AV K~I Eq 9
m m

Table 1 shows the result of cell volume calibration obtained, using the

apparatus described above.

DETERMIKATION OF RADCH GAS CONCENTRATION

An activity concentration factor can now be defined, in terms of e

and V x which enables determination of the radon gas concentration. Thus,

cpta(Detc), see Equation 1, can easily be converted into pCi/L or Bq/L by

means of the activity calibration factors K or K' defined below:

K1 - 2.22 e V x Eq 10

ana r> - " : 7 X Eq 11

where Vx is expressed in L. K1 has units of cpm/pCiL"1 while K has units of

cpm/BqL"1 (Note: J pCi » 3.7 x 1O~2 Bq). The activity concentration of a

radon gas sample, say A, can be found from Equations 10 and 11 by:

K1 "*

A(Bq/L) - CP m (° C t C-- > Eq 13

Table 1 lists the values of K and K' for scintillation cells 1 to 5.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

From the decay portion of Fig. 2, the half-life of radon in the cell

is determined. The values are obtained graphically and are an indication of *

the integrity of the seal for each cell. The values quoted in Table 1 show *

that the cells are adequately sealed. Cell No. 4 has a value that is about j

3.3Z higher than the half-life of radon. This disagreement is attributed to



! I
J BF counting statistics end experimental errors.

Table 1 shows that the a-counting efficiency for the cells calibrated

ranges from ebout 0.50 to 0.64. This spread In efficiency Is presuaeably due

to variations of the ZnS(Ag) screen thickness in each cell. The voluna of

:•; the scintillation cells range from 157.64 to 158.99 cm', with a mtan value of

] I1! 158.16 ca3. The activity concentration factor K' (K) ranges fron 0.1767 to

£ 0.2237 cpm/pCIL"1 (4.775 to 6.046 cpa/Bql/"1) with a sean value of 0.202 cpn/pCU

% (5.46 cpm/BqL"1). This spread in the values of K and K* is attributed to the

1 f spread in the values of e and, to a lesser extent to that in the values of Vx. •

\ |j Taking into account the error intrinsic to the voluse calibration

I % apparatus and also the fact that the activity of the Pylon standard source is

]j s rated at a 4% 'confidence level', values for K" and R are aseussd to be
1 1 ,
! * accurate to 10Z or better. The scintillation cells have been used extensively

Yr. • •>.-"—..- . , ?

>; the ZnS(Ag) coating. ]

'r In summary, the calibrating apparatus and the experimental procedures j

5:-. indicated here are important for the determination of radon gas concentration j

is '
i>" with scintillation cells. j

I. I
£.•• i
I', «
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